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Abstract 
The principle and structure of a new kind of soft start-up equipment for heavy-duty motor named Hydro-viscous drive 
(HVD) set is introduced. Through theoretical analyses on start-up characteristics of the HVD set, the conclusions 
were drawn that the non-linearity of the pressure performance curve is one key cause of the poor start-up smoothness, 
and dynamic instability of oil pressure of the electro-hydraulic pilot-operated pressure relief valve, which is used for 
speed regulating purpose for the HVD set and usually works on low oil pressure and micro flow-rate condition, is 
another one. So a special speed regulating valve is developed for HVD set, with which the start-up smoothness of 
HVD set for heavy-duty motor is improved significantly. 
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1. Soft start-up principle of the HVD set  for heavy-duty motor
The heavy-duty motor with soft start-up equipment means that it can overcome the inertia under
heavy load and accelerate to preset speed normally, and the start-up process will be steady, 
controllable and smoothness[1]. Soft start-up can not only effectively lighten the extra start-up 
destructive force on the transport belt or drive chain that is caused by the driving system, but also 
eliminate vibration which the heavy-duty motor start-up causes, thus the heavy-duty motor life being 
prolonged, and shorten start-up electric current shock time of the electric motor, and lighten the start-
up influence on electrical supply net. Hydro-viscous drive set is a new type of driving equipment in 
which mechanical, electrical, hydraulic and control technologies are integrated. It makes soft start-up 
of the heavy-duty motor possible. Fluid inner-friction ( Fig.1 ) is the basis of the HVD set, and the 
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oil shearing force is expressed:τ=μΔv/h, here, τ is the shearing force per unit area caused by relative 
oil motio; μ is the oil viscosity; Δv is the velocity difference between two plate; h is the oil film 
thickness. There are n pairs of friction discs along the axial direction within the HVD set altogether 
( Fig.2 ). The active disc (9) is parallel to the passive one (10), and there is gap between each active 
and passive disc. All the active discs are connected with the input shaft (7) and all the passive are 
connected with the output shaft (11) by spline.  
Driven by the electric motor the input shaft (7) and the active discs (9) rotates at an angular 
velocityω1, the oil shearing force τ will drive the passive discs (10), the output shaft and the load T to 
rotate at an angular velocity ω2. The gap between the active and passive discs, which is equal to the 
oil film thickness h, is regulated by the hydraulic control system. For heavy-duty motor has relatively 
stable load, the output shaft angular velocity is basically controlled by the oil film thickness. When 
the heavy-duty motor begins to start up, the active and passive discs of the HVD set has the 
maximum gap hmax, the output shaft doesn’t rotate. With the gap h becomes smaller gradually, the 
output shaft drives the transport belt or drive chain to accelerates smoothly. Till the gap h turns to the 
minimum, the output shaft rotates at the rated angular velocity. 
Fig. 1. Inner-friction of fluid within oil film                                           Fig. 2. Structure of Hydro-viscous drive set 
2. Analyses of HVD start-up smoothness  
The hydraulic control system provides the control pressure oil, which is necessary for the speed regulation of 
the HVD. Through a suction filter (1) the oil is sucked by a hydraulic pump (2) , which is driven by an electric 
motor. The pressure oil flows through a pressure filter (3) and a directional control valve (6), finally into the 
control cylinder of the drive set. This pressure oil pushes the piston (8) to move in the axial direction, which 
decreases the oil film thickness h between the active friction discs (9) and the passive (10). Then the output 
shaft (11) rotating speed increases gradually to the preset value. The oil pressure is controlled steplessly by the 
speed regulating valve (4), and the oil pressure is inverse proportional to the oil film thickness. The pressure 
relief valve (5) works as a safety valve, and closes in the normal condition. The oil lubrication system provides 
the necessary low-pressure oil for lubrication and oil cooling for the HVD set. Through a suction filter (15) the 
oil is sucked by a hydraulic pump (14), which is driven by an electric motor. The low-pressure oil flows through 
a water cooler (12), finally into the drive set. This low-pressure oil forms the oil film between the friction discs 
(9) and (10), which creates the shearing torque of power drive. And the heat created by the relative angular 
velocity difference of the active and positive discs is carried away by this low pressure oil flow. The pressure 
relief valve (13) works as a safety valve, and closes in the normal condition. 
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Both the linearity of the pressure performance curve and the dynamic pressure stability of the speed 
regulating valve (4) play decisive role in the realization of smooth and steady soft start-up of the heavy-duty 
motor with a constant acceleration. Because the pressure oil flow-rate needed for the HVD is smaller than 10 
L/min, and the pressure range is lower than 1.2 MPa, usually being between 0.4～0.8 MPa, so the pressure 
control characteristics of the pilot-operated electro-hydraulic proportional pressure relief valve within low 
pressure and micro flow-rate state have direct and severe influence on the HVD performance.Fig.3, 4 are the 
output pressure-input electric current signal and the pressure Δp-flow-rate ΔQ performance curves of a pilot-
operated electro-hydraulic proportional pressure relief valve within low pressure and micro flow-rate [2,3].
The pressure control characteristics of pressure relief valve within low pressure range and micro flow-rate 
state is seriously nonlinear. Further the output oil flow-rate of hydraulic pump in industrial application will 
deviate from its rated flow-rate, due to the influence of the pump itself, the electric motor, the supply electrical 
voltage, oil pipeline and oil viscosity, so the actual output pressure of the pilot-operated electro-hydraulic 
proportional pressure relief valve will be certain to deviate from the preset pressure value, which makes the 
HVD set’s starting up unstable, and finally results in poor soft start-up smoothness. 
Fig. 3  Pressure control characteristics of the pilot-operated                                 Fig. 4  Performance between Δp and ΔQ of pilot- 
proportional relieve valve                                                                                      operated proportional relieve valve 
3.   Development of special speed regulating valve  
Based on the achievements in electro-hydraulic proportional control technology, micro flow-rate 
electro-hydraulic control valve and electro-mechanical converter, State Key Laboratory of Fluid Power 
Transmission and Control of Zhejiang University has successfully developed a special valve for HVD 
speed regulating purpose[4], and solved the problem caused by poor characteristics of the pilot-operated 
electro-hydraulic proportional pressure relief valve within low pressure and micro flow-rate state. The 
principle of the special speed regulating valve is shown in Fig. 5.The HVD speed regulating valve has a 
special metering notch with varied width, and the valve has three ports in the valve body (3). The pressure 
of the L port presses on the right end of the piston (2) through an inner hole of the piston(2). When the 
piston (2) lies in the neutral position shown in the Fig.5, the three ports are closed each other, and the 
pressure of the L port remains constant.  
When the pressure of the L port is higher (or lower) than the pre-set value due to the influence of load 
variation or magnetic force variation of proportional solenoid (1), the piston (2) will move to the left (or 
right), which makes the L port connect with the T port (or P port), and finally a new pressure balance will 
be realized. 
Fig.6, 7 show that the special speed regulating valve for HVD has excellent linear pressure control 
performance, and the oil flow-rate variation has little influence on the controlled output pressure, thus 
excellent pressure control performance of the HVD set can be assured. 
Experimental tests are carried out for the HVD sets with pressure control of a electro-hydraulic 
pressure relieve valve and special speed regulating valve. The test equipment consists of DC electric 
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motor, HVD set, belt heavy-duty motor with load, drive torque transducer, and other components. The 
experimental test has proved that start-up smoothness of the HVD set with special speed regulating valve 
is much improved as compared with the traditional HVD set with electro-hydraulic proportional pressure 
relief valve, shown in Fig.8. 
P—Pressure oil inlet; T—Leakage oil return; L—Load pressure output                                 Fig. 6  Pressure control characteristics of the special speed
Fig. 5  Principle of HVD special speed regulating valve                               regulating valve for HVD 
 Fig. 7  Performance between Δp and ΔQ of the special-                                    Fig. 8  HVD performance of rotation and input 
purposed speed regulating valve                                                                          current signal 
4. Conclusion 
The output speed of the HVD set can be steplessly regulated through control of the oil pressure of the 
cylinder, thus soft start-up of the heavy-duty motor can be realized. The HVD starting up smoothness is 
mainly influenced by the linearity of the pressure performance curve and the dynamic pressure stability of 
the speed regulating valve. The traditional pressure control method with electro-hydraulic proportional
pressure relief valve will lead to poor HVD start-up smoothness. 
The new developed speed regulating valve for HVD set has excellent linear pressure control 
performance and dynamic pressure stability, thus the HVD start-up smoothness can be improved 
significantly. 
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